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Cheap drones could save your life
By Erica Fink @EricaFink April 10, 2013: 10:58 AM ET
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Technology lying around your house, including the Xbox Kinect
sensor and cheap cell phone parts, could one day become part of a
life-saving drone.
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Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), or drones, under development at the University of Pennsylvania's
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Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), or drones, under development at the University of Pennsylvania's
General Robotics, Automation, Sensing and Perception Lab. Researchers at the "GRASP"
lab are trying to develop inexpensive drone technology that could rescue people from lifethreatening situations.
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To do that, some of the drones use sensors from the
Microsoft (

MSFT, Fortune 500) Xbox Kinect. The Kinect generates a 3-D map in a

three- to five-meter range, which is useful for locating obstacles.
Constructing the drones using ordinary tech components saves money -- and the lab
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wants each robot to be cheap, because they want to produce a lot of them to fly in fleets.
See more Technology Jobs

"It's extraordinarily easy now to find low power, inexpensive processes that can do all the
computation that you need," GRASP Lab's Prof. Vijay Kumar said. "You think about the
hardware that goes into your smartphone, well it's roughly the same kind of hardware you
need for sensing, processing, and controlling these UAVs."
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GRASP Lab's drones contain processors similar to the ones you would find in a
smartphone. A human interprets the data that the aircraft sends back, and then gives
instructions to the drone.
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The miniature motors that power the drone's rotors are also available off the shelf,
primarily used by hobbyists.
The results can be impressive. GRASP has produced viral videos in which drones do things
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like play the James Bond theme song together on a piano.
But Kumar envisions a much more serious use-case for the technology.
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"We think of these as being the first responders," Kumar says. "When there's an
emergency, we want people on the scene ... the idea is it gets to the scene before a human
first responder can."
Related story: Drones become big business

Big changes for the
Ford Mustang

The technology is still being developed. Kumar's team tested the robots in the aftermath of
the 2011 earthquake and tsunami in Japan. They were deployed inside collapsed buildings
to map interiors, determine structural integrity, and look for victims stuck inside.
What makes the drones in Kumar's lab distinctive is both their small size and the idea that
they would travel together. The typical limitation with smaller drones is an inability to
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carry large payloads (cameras, weaponry, etc.). By working together, payload weight can be
distributed across the robots.
Kumar's drones are also able to act as fully autonomous robots.
Drones are growing in popularity, though it will be illegal to fly them for commercial
purposes until 2015. Over eighty universities and local law enforcement groups applied to
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the Federal Aviation Administration for licenses to fly drones in 2012, according to
Freedom of Information requests made by the Electronic Frontier Foundation.
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Brad Thompson

•

8 months ago

They may portray the drones as altruistic but to me they are just plain scary. Between all the observation cameras in
cities and now flying drones to observe things even inside buildings we are edging closer and closer to George
Orwell's 1984 "Big Brother is watching you."
13
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Chriz555

Brad Thompson • 8 months ago

I agree. And all this in the name of "our security"...
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Brad Thompson • 8 months ago

We're already there. Facial recognition technology, NY city knows who's on every street, where they shop,
what they eat, where they work, who they meet. If that's not creepy, I don't know what is.
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A smart idea is to wear a mask to throw them off--to regain your privacy.
2
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Brad Thompson • 8 months ago

Closer? We are not closer we are there. Just look at your cellphone, laptop, car, game console you name it.
Cameras and sensors are already plugged in our lives and there is no turning back. That's pretty close to
me...
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Those who would sacrifice privacy for safety, deserve neither.
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Expensive drones may take your life...
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Cheap drones will also put you in prison faster for a for profit prison.
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I love it... Orwellian gadgets being marketed as life savers... very clever you crazy marketers.
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Instead of dove shoots will have dron shoots
3
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This is great for looking around corners in combat situations or better yet to bring the tv remote to you when its too
far haha.
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Title should read: "Cheap drones could take your life"
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What a ludicrous headline. We're laughing at you, CNN. Not with you.
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realy amazing tool can be usefull in some situations
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We liberals need to destroy all technology invented in the last 200 years.
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